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Abstract 

This paper is related to rock art findings which includes rock paintings, some type of cup marks, rock 

grooves and rock engraving in the Gundla Pochampally, where the author reside, it is in Medchal District 

which was earlier in Ranga Reddy District, Telangana, around 30 Kms from Hyderabad along National 

Highway -7 road and around 2 Km of southwest direction from the main village in the forest area as the area is 

covered with thick vegetation, granite hills and granite boulders, the rock art found at five different locations 

within 50 mtr and one locality is around 1 km, are depicted on the granite boulders within the forest area, the 

time period are from around  prehistory to early history and  one rock engraving found is done on a single  

granite stone erected at the border of the forest of same village its time period is around medieval as it depicts a 

type of  ‘ass curse’ image and given a particular name to that engraving stone by the local villagers in Telugu 

called as ‘Gadidha bodu rai’ when it translated to English words from Telugu ‘Gadidha’ means ‘Donkey’, 

‘Bodu’ means ‘ bare’ and ‘rai’ means ‘stone’ therefore after complete translation its meaning is ‘Donkey’s 

bare stone’. And based on that the author was able to trace out the rock engraving site exactly with a local 

village person. The author would like to do scientific work at these sites and at other areas of the forest by 

systematic excavation in the near future to get more details as most of the rock art at those sites are dull and not 

clearly visible and which are almost fading away as well as getting lost not only due to natural weathering 

activities but also due to human activities. Therefore, these sites have very high potentiality from 

archaeological perspective, can become heritage sites in the near future and need to be safeguarded.  

Introduction 

Some portion name of it in telugu ‘Gundla’ or ‘Gundlu’ means ‘boulders. It is around 30 Km from 

Hyderabad under National Highway -7 road and from Highway it is in interior around 5 Km, where the author 

found the four new prehistoric rock art sites within the 50 m range at around 2 Km of south west direction from 

the main village in the forest area, at site 1 the rock art depicted on the granite boulder of Length 27 feet, Wall 7 

feet, Ceiling 5 feet & Height 8 feet where the rock art is depicted, there is 6  feet 3 inches long, 5 feet 9 inch’s 
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wide and around 1 feet 3 inch’s depth hole on the rock boulder. The rock art depicted mostly are in red ochre 

color, the granite boulder is standing on another boulder. The wall of the boulder facing towards east and it is 

wider in north and narrowing down towards south and nearby the sites there is a seasonal water pond. The rock 

art depicts humped Bull with horns facing South (left), Deer or Bull like figure with two horns facing North 

(right from our viewing) in front of a human being and in left looks like a human being which is in the center 

holding the throat of two animals and it depicts like the Indus seal’s where he or she holds the throat of two 

tigers with two hands or it may be a dancing group holding hands together. There is long neck animal depicted 

looks like a Giraffe or Nilgai, two-legged peacock and some animals which are faded. The Harappan decorated 

pottery has designs painted in black on a red background and are equally divided between geometric and 

naturalistic with trees, birds, fish and animals. Among birds the peacock as more importance (Dani, 1992). The 

Elephant with long trunk facing towards South (Left (Tail portion) to Right (Head portion) when we see 

towards wall) is also depicted. There is interesting figure were the human being facing towards north about to 

pierce the Humped Bull facing towards south (Right to left when we face towards east or frontal portion of the 

rock art wall) on the frontal portion of the head by a spear rod with his/her left hand and the depiction may look 

like of a terracotta tablet of water buffalo sacrifice in right to left direction which is shown back of same tablet 

of human being holding two tigers beneath it a Elephant and above a spoke wheel which are found in Harappa 

(Counts et al. 2010). The above Humped Bull and Elephant are shown in opposite directions with different 

coloring style. In other portion the Cattle fetus with a humped Bull or superimposition of humped Bulls are 

depicted and at the left corner it looks like a person is sitting on an object and in one place it is showing man 

hunting the Deer with bow and arrow. 

On ceiling herds of deer with fully colored in red ochre of different species like spotted deer, Sambar or 

Stag, which are young and adult moving mostly in one direction from east to west some are demarcated with a 

line like a boundary, in one group a human being is drawn in miniature form compared to animals and back of 

them holding a spear rod with a tip point in right hand and a shield in left hand are depicted. Antelope and a 

unending knot like in Harappan seals depicted on the ceiling.  At some places human figures are shown in 

elongated or stick like, anthropomorphic figure, there are other animal’s depictions like a Goat, a Hog Deer, a 

Dog, a Fox. At corner end of the boulder there is a design with a pole erected and a net is fixed at the top as well 

as few geometrical designs with other animals are depicted. On the ceiling the Spiral design and an animal in 

the right top corner are depicted this type of spiral design found at Kokapet site which is around 57 km from 

this site and according to Krishna Sastry (1983:47) the design is commonly found in Malwa ware. 

 At rock art site 2 & 3 which are around 50 meters from site 1 the rock art here depicted at two levels 

one is at around 20 feet and other at 25 feet from the ground on the boulder ceiling ‘s and looks like a cave to 

protect from all weathering of the rock art. The rock art consists of a Stag with big horns depicted in stick like 

form as well as some other animals are depicted and at top right corner looks like a humped bull are depicted 

mostly in Red Ochre. At this site the art is depicted on the ceiling and can be seen while in sleeping position, at 

most we can sit in folding position and observe. At site 3 unknown animals are seen mostly faded away due to 

weathering and they are depicted in red ochre color fully colored. At rock art site 4 the rock painting which is of 

Neolithic period depicted as there are three big horned water buffalos depicted on granite boulder which has 

smooth surface with the dimensions of height 2.7 feet, width of 4 feet. The direction of images is in west to east 

orientation (left to right when we see towards painting wall surface). At one place looks like a human being 

riding on the long-necked animal at right corner, which is shown in stick like figure and the person was shown 

holding plank may be made of wood in one hand and the other side is tied to those big horned humped bulls and 

at below it depicts type of agricultural implements or a person hunting in sleeping position with bow and 

harrow. There is a narrow space between the boulder and the rock may be used as resting place, on the floor 

surface some microlith stone tools have found. The rock art site 5 is located at around 1 km from the above four 

mentioned sites depicting two horned bulls with few other unknown images which are faded facing east on the 
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granite boulder by the red ochre, based on its style, animal depictions and usage of color the time period of it 

belongs to the neolithic period.  

One rock engraving found nearby these rock art sites is done on a single  granite stone erected at the 

border of the forest of same village its time period is around medieval age as it depicts a type of  ‘ass curse’ 

image and given a particular name to that engraving stone by the local villagers in Telugu called as ‘Gadidha 

bodu rai’ when it translated to English words from Telugu ‘Gadidha’ means ‘Donkey’, ‘Bodu’ means ‘ bare’ 

and ‘rai’ means ‘stone’ therefore after complete translation its meaning is ‘Donkey’s bare stone’. And based on 

that the author was able to trace out the rock engraving site exactly with a local village person. Found a small 

Telugu inscription with an engraving of local deity. The local name given to such rock boulders are as Chittal 

Ralu earlier it was pronounced as Chitrala Ralu where Chitralu means ‘the images’ and Ralu means ‘stones’ 

and for the other rock boulder the local name is given as Padiga Rai where Padiga means ‘snakes hood’ and 

Rai means ‘stone’ such local names were given to number of other boulders.  

Also found stone tools and potsherds in the surrounding areas of the sites, based on those findings the 

time period of the site can be approximately around upper Paleolithic to the Medieval period and even more 

when coming to prehistory, the rock art paintings can be around Mesolithic to chalcolithic and even more there 

is a continuation of culture from pre-history to the present in this village. It is covered with thick vegetation, 

granite hills and granite boulders, the rock art is depicted on the granite boulder surfaces, these boulders 

arranged one over the other and standing on the tip of the other rocks and boulders. The soil sediment at the 

surrounding of the sites consist of deeply weathered rock, red soil and blackish soil, silt clay, some organic or 

ash color soil looks like a habitation site, in some areas there are huge big size round cobbles rich in iron 

content. Sites are in government assigned lands and the area is around 40 acres given to the village backward 

community people and some people given their assigned land for lease to the contractors to extract the soil and 

due to that in the vicinity of the sites around 50 mtr range, major portion of the area has been dug out and 

bulldozed with heavy machineries and dynamites in unsystematic way and due to that some boulders have been 

broken and removed, maybe there were sites which are destroyed. The other area in the surrounding 

approximately 750 acres comes under forest coverage, planted mostly by Nilgiris trees which are looked after 

by state forest department. Presently near to these sites few real estate builders are laying out the plots and 

started constructing the apartments in those areas by cutting the trees, blasting the granite hills, boulders etc., by 

dynamites and heavy machineries due to that those rock art sites will be erased and whatever are remained are 

endangered. 

 

Study Area 

The present sites in Gundla Pochampally village of Medhcal District earlier it was in Ranga Reddy District, 

Telangana are lies on N 17° 34’ 54.93”, E 78° 27’ 45.13”, altitude of around 533 from MSL. (Fig.1).  
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          Figure. 1 

 

 

Figure.1 Location map of the study area. Images taken from Maps of India and Google images on October 

2015. 

Observations 

 

  

 

    
Figure. 2 Showing the Site 1, Site 2, 3 & 4 with arrow pointing towards the exact location. 
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 Figure. 3 

Showing the Site 1, Site 2, 3 & 4 location and the positioning of the boulders 

Site 1 

Figure. 

4 Show the Forest guard going towards the site 1 and nearby there is a seasonal water pond. 

                           
Figure. 5 Shows the rock art depicted on the granite boulder of Length 27 feet, Wall 7 feet, Ceiling 5 feet & 

Height 8 feet. 

Site 4 

Site 1 
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Figure. 6 Shows the author pointing towards the wall and ceiling where the rock art is depicted. 

                                                 
Figure. 7 Shows 6 feet 3 inches long, 5 feet 9 inch’s wide and around 1 feet 3 inch’s depth hole on the rock 

boulder.  

 Figure. 8 

Shows rock art depicted mostly in red ochre color, the granite boulder is standing on another boulder. Wall of 

the boulder facing towards east and it is wider in north and narrowing down towards south. 
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Figure. 9 Shows the humped Bull with horns facing South (left), Deer or Bull like figure with two horns facing 

North (right from our viewing) in front of a human being and in left looks like a human being which is in the 

center holding the throat of two animals. 

               Figure. 11                                                                                                                       

Fig. 10 Shows like a human in the center holding the two animals with two hands and maybe it depicts like the 

Indus seal’s where he or she holds the throat of two tigers with two hands (Counts et al. 2010), which are 

compared with Figs 12 & 13. 

Figure. 11 Shows the hand drawing. 
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    Fig. 12                        Fig. 13 

 Figure. 12 Shows the Indus seal of Mohenjo-Daro depicting a human being holding two tigers by the throats, 

the seal may date back to the final Harappan phase (ca. 2200 – 1900 BC) (Counts et al. 2010). 

Figure. 13 Shows molded tablet of Harappa where women is holding two tigers by the throat (Counts et al. 

2010). 

                                              
Figure. 14 Shows the long neck animal in the black circle looks like a Giraffe or Nilgai below it two legged 

peacocks and some animals are depicted which are faded. 

 

Figure. 15 Shows the long neck animal.        Fig.16 Image shows the hand drawing.   

                                                                                      Figure. 17 

Shows the Elephant with long trunk facing towards South (Left (Tail portion) to Right (Head portion) when we 

see towards wall). 
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Figure. 18 Shows the human being facing towards north about to pierce the Humped Bull facing towards south 

(Right to left when we face towards east or frontal portion of the rock art wall) on the frontal portion of the 

head by a spear rod with his left hand and the depiction may look like of a terracotta tablet of water buffalo 

sacrifice in right to left direction which is shown back of same tablet of human being holding two tigers beneath 

it a Elephant and above a spoke wheel which found in Harappa which was shown in Fig 19 (Counts et al. 

2010). 

 

 

 

Figure. 19 Shows Terracotta tablet of water Buffalo sacrifice by a human being may be with the left hand found 

in Harappa (Counts et al. 2010). 

                              

 Figure. 20 May be a unending knot and its hand drawing which can be seen in Harappan civilization, 

Buddhism, Hindu rituals and it is still practiced in the form of rangoli and tribal people of India in rituals and 

decorating.                  
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Mohenjo-Daro copper plate has hypertext on the reverse and a hieroglyph of 'endless knot' on the obverse. 

(Mackay, op.cit., Pl. LXXXII-3) 

 

                          

   Figure. 21 Shows Humped Bull and Elephant are shown in opposite directions with different coloring style.  

                            

   Figure. 22 Shows Cattle fetus with a humped Bull   or superimposition of humped Bulls. In the left corner 

looks like a person is sitting on an object. 
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Figure. 23 Shows the hand drawing.  

 
Figure. 24Looks like a Hog Deer.                                    Figure. 25 Looks like a Goat.                                                   

Figure. 26 Shown on ceiling herds of deer with fully colored in red ochre of different species like spotted deer, 

Sambar or Stag, which are young and adult moving mostly in one direction from east to west some are 

demarcated with a line like a boundary, in one group a human being is drawn in miniature form compared to 

animals and back of them holding a spear rod with a tip point in right hand and a shield in left hand. 
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Figure. 

27 Shows man hunting the Deer with             Figure. 28 Shows human figures in       

bow and arrow.                                                            elongated or stick like.  

 

                                                                                                                  
Figure. 29 Shows stick like human figure. 

                                                        
Figure. 30 Shows Antelope on the ceiling.  

                                                                        
Figure. 31 Looks like a Dog.              Fig. 32 Looks like a Fox. 
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                                                                                     Figure. 

33 Shows Geometrical design with a pole erected and a net is fixed at the top and other animals are depicted.  

Figure. 34 

Shows Spiral design on the ceiling and an animal in the right top corner this type of design found at Kokapet 

site which is around 57 km from this site and according to Krishna Sastry (1983:47) the design is commonly 

found in Malwa ware. The Terracotta object is from Indus Valley Civilization, National Museum, Delhi. 

 

        

Figure. 35 Shows an anthropomorphic figure. Anthropomorphic figure probably looks like an image from the 

Harappan seal 
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Site 2 & 3 

Figure. 

36 Shows a seasonal pond near site 2 & 3. Rock art depicted at two levels one is at around 20 ft and other at 25 

ft from the ground on the boulder ceiling ‘s and looks like a cave to protect from all weathering of the rock art 

 
Figure. 37 Shows a Stag with big horns depicted in stick like form in Red Ochre.  
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Figure.38 Shows some unknown animals are depicted and at top right corner looks like a humped bull. 

 

 
Figure. 39 Shows at level1 the art is depicted on the ceiling and can be seen while in sleeping position, at most 

we can sit in folding position and observe.  

 

     
Figure. 40 Shows unknown animals in red ochre    Figure. 41 Shows a cup mark or ringing stone. 

 color fully colored at site 3. 
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 Figures show the present condition near the rock art sites. 

Cup Marks or Ringing stones and Rock Grooves 

The Author found type of cupules in general which are found from lower Paleolithic age all over world 

or ringing stones which are found in general during Neolithic period are found in present village in vertical 

position of the boulder, some are in cup shape with smooth surface and some are in unfinished stages with 

smooth surface, why the author is saying those can be ringing stones with semi cup shaped marks as the author 

also tried to hit the granite boulder with the small rounded stones and due to that the ringing or gong like sound 

was produced and it can be heard in the surrounding forest area and reached faraway places. Also found 

manmade grooves which are elliptical in nature with a depth, number of abrasion marks on the granite rock hills 

and boulders with color variation from the surrounding area from darkish to light with a slight depth and made 

on the granite boulders found such marks were formed due to the grinding the grains or for sharpening the 

broken-out edges of stone tools like of Neolithic (3rd Millennium BC) stone tools like celt, axes etc. The final 

stage of stone axe production consists of grinding and polishing. A different form of grinding must have been 
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carried out in the V-shaped polishing grooves, which are much less frequent in the settlements. (Roberto et al. 

2009) 

 Dr K. Rajan, Professor of History, Pondicherry University, said that “The cultural transformation from 

food-gathering to production of food is considered a revolution in human history and it happened during the 

Neolithic times, about 5,000 years ago.” Human beings stayed in one place, observed the seasons and started 

doing agriculture. Dr. Rajan said the tools attained their final shape after passing through four stages: chiselling, 

pecking, grounding and polishing. The tools got smoothened after being constantly rubbed against the rocks. 

More rubbing led to their becoming polished tools. Since the Neolithic man constantly used these axes for 

cutting trees and plants, or digging out tubers from the soil, their sharp, working edges got blunted. The 

polished stone tools belonged to two varieties: axes and adzes. While axes were used for cutting trees and 

plants, the adzes were used for ploughing. The adzes were tied to wooden staff and used for ploughing. After 

the advent of the Iron Age (circa 1,000 BCE), iron ploughs were made (THE HINDU, 2016). 

 

                    Figure. 

42 Shows the cup marks or ringing stones mark in vertical granite boulder 

     

 

 Figure. 43 Shows rock grooves with the length 1 feet 3 inches, width is 6.5 inches and depth is 5.5 inches and a 

few places abrasion marks left and some places a hallow depression. 
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Site  4 

                                                                  
Figure. 44 The rock painting in red ochre of two or three big horned humped water buffalos of Neolithic period 

depicted on granite boulder smooth surface with the dimensions of height 2.7 feet, width of 4 feet. The direction 

of images is in west to east orientation (left to right when we see towards painting wall surface).  

             Figure. 45 

A Human being riding on the long-necked animal at right corner, which is shown in stick like figure and the 

person was shown holding plank may be made of wood in one hand and the other side is tied to the two or three 

big horned humped water buffalos. 
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 Figure. 46 

Closer view                                               Figure. 47 Closer view 

   Figure. 

48 Some type of agricultural implements or   Figure. 49 Narrow space between the boulder and        the person 

hunting in a sleeping position with bow    the floor where some microlith stone tools have             and arrow.                                                                   

found.                                                                          

Site 5 

 
Figure. 50 Shows the rock art site 5 depicting the rock art within the red circle on a granite boulder smooth 

surface. 

 

 Site 5 
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Figure. 51 Shows the closer view within the black circle two Horned Bulls are depicted in red ochre and few 

more images are faded.  

 

Ass Curse Stone or Gadidha bodu rai or Gaddhegaal 

The rock engraving found is done on a single  granite stone erected at the border of the forest of same 

village its time period is around medieval age as it depicts a type of  ‘ass curse’ image and given a particular 

name to that engraving stone by the local villagers in Telugu called as ‘Gadidha bodu rai’ when it translated to 

English words from Telugu ‘Gadidha’ means ‘Donkey’, ‘Bodu’ means ‘ bare’ and ‘rai’ means ‘stone’ therefore 

after complete translation its meaning is ‘Donkey’s bare stone’. And based on that the author was able to trace 

out the rock engraving site exactly with a local village person. Gaddhegal or the Ass Curse Stele is rock edict 

that has peculiar features like sun, moon and kalasha. Each stone has three panels: the topmost has the 

auspicious mangal kalash along with a sun and moon; another informs readers about the land grant followed by 

the curse, and the final panel depicts the curse in cringe-worthy clarity. The mangal kalash depicts the 

auspiciousness of the occasion—as the king earns merit when issuing a land grant to a Brahmin—while the sun 

and moon indicate the perpetuity of the ruler's reign. These symbols ensure perpetuity of the grant and bestow 

prosperity upon the grantee.  

It shows generally are inscription (inclusive of the Gaddhegaali i.e., the ass curse) bearing stones with a 

sculptural panel depicting copulation either as a donkey or a congress between woman and donkey, this is one 

of the main reasons that these steles are for the lack of word thereof abhorred most of the times or simply 

representatively converted to icons/format of or related to God. In both cases it leads to destruction or 

defacement either with malicious/willful destruction or benign aspect of understanding respectively. Here 

simply ignorance and or indifference play a major role. Ignorance with regards to these steles stem from them 

considered as vulgar/obscene or of malicious origin. This leads to willful destruction/defacement of these steles 

as they are considered as vulgar especially when a copulating donkey-woman is shown and most of the times 

hence are either simply thrown away and or destroyed (Mokashi 2015, Wirkud 2016: 342-351). The ass curse 

imagery engraved on these rock edicts suggests a warning to the transgressor of the grantas these boundary 

markers issued by kings to Brahmins, the use of a donkey in some of these curses might stem from the fact that 

it was considered an "unholy" animal. However, many of the donkeys depicted on the stones are wearing a 

collar, which talks about their domestication. "When new areas are conquered, land was granted to Brahmins". 

"The Brahmins then collect the revenue from these lands and hand a part of the profit back to the king." Once 

sought to keep trespassers at bay by cursing the mother of any "unworthy", who dared disobey the decree, with 

this vile act of bestiality. Thus, these grant stones are historical records of the origins of the zamindari system. 
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These stones date back a thousand years to the Silaharas dynasty, which spanned the 10th-13th century 

AD. The most recent land grant stones dates back to the 17th century. A majority of these stones are found in 

Mumbai and Raigad because the Silaharas ruled from Thane under the auspices of the Rashtrakutas in 

Karnataka. shown below are few places. Interestingly, the "ass curse" is almost always written in Marathi even 

when the rest of the inscription is in Sanskrit because it was directed at the common people. In later years, 

however, when Marathi became the court language under the Yadavas, the entire inscription was in Marathi. 

They provide a host of other important information including the extent of both the Silaharas and Yadava 

dynasties, the lowly position of women in society at that time, the way in which land was measured and the 

existing government authorities during different reignsas generally even today, there are many Marathi curses 

whose origins can be traced to these stones. This may be the first time the Ass Curse Stone or Gadidha bodu rai 

or Gaddhegaal stone found in the Telangana region in Gundla Pochampally Village in Medchal district. 

       
Figure. 53 Shows the Ass Curse stone with the arrow mark indication from front and back side view. 

 
 

 Figure. 54 Shows a triangular with a circle grooved at the center on top of the granitic stone, indicating a 

direction from East to West may indicate the movement of people with the dimensions all three sides are 9.7cms, 

the hole dia is around 1.2cms. 
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          Figure. 

55 Shows the Ass curse stone with three         Figure. 56 Shows the Sun in top left and a division.                                                                        

crescent moon in top. 

 

     Figure. 57 

Shows a single male ass in a    Figure. 58 Shows a unidentified image engraved at the erected position.                                         

bottom left. 
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Similar images found from different places in Maharashtra. 

Chhatrapathi Shivaji Museum, Mumbai Deokhol, Raigad Walshind and Pimpalwadiz Diveagar (Google 

Images, 2017) 

Found a small Telugu inscription with a engraving of local deity. 

The below fig. 59 shows a Telugu inscription below the deity which is written as “Pochampally today Yellaiah”. 

The Deity is depicted with the sitting posture with two eyes, nose on forehead the three lines marked and on the 

shoulders the stick like figure is depicted below it in the centre some semi-circular marks depicted may be they 

are the ornamentation, in right hand of the stick above is depicted a four spoked wheel and in the left shoulder 

depicted a conch shell and overall its look like a form of Vishnu deity. The time period of this image may be of 

medieval period. 

                                                                                           

 Figure. 59 Shows a Telugu inscription below a local deity. 

Bead 

                                                                                                       
Figure. 60 Found a hexagonal side bead made on chert material. 
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Stone Tools  

   

Figure. 61 Shows upper Paleolithic and microlith stone tools like cores, flakes, microliths, blades, debitage, celt 

etc., made on quartz, sand stone, lime stone, opal, chert, granite, hematite etc. Which are found in the 

surrounding of the sites. 

 

Figure. 62 Shows the microlithic blade stone tool made on chert found in the vicinity of a site. 

Results and Discussions 

Based on the rock art color which is red ochre and style which are some Naturalistic, X – ray depictions, 

Stick like figures. Geometrical figures like rectangular and fully colored stiff and plump animals, overlapping or 

super imposing of some figures and may be of different time periods at some places, the presence of large 

number of deadly and prey animal figures. Isolated circular or spiral designs and geometrical motifs with a pole 

and a net attached to it and other places too nets are seen flying these types of nets are found at Hasthalpur site 

in Medak district which is prehistoric site. Human figures are depicted in thin stick like, elongated, 

anthropomorphic, hour glass and fully colored bodies (Chandramouli 2002, Neumayer 1993, Pandey 2002), at 

one place he or she in the center of image is holding the throat of two animals right now the author do not know 

about the exact animal and this image looks like an image which was depicted in ancient civilizations like in 

Indus Valley Civilization the archaeologists in the past found a seal in Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa. The author 

had found somewhat similar picture’s and some anthropomorphic figures, by some of these images of particular 

period we can hypothesis that there may be some connections at some point of time with this region and rock art 

one the other way to the Indus Valley people and there way of life but does not know exact time period and need 

more data, for that  more scientific work as to be done. Also found the stone artefacts like cores, flakes, 

microliths, blades, Celt, axe etc., made on quartz, sand stone, lime stone, opal, chert, granite, hematite etc., and 

also found thick potsherds of red and black, ash color in the vicinity of the sites, there is also a seasonal water 

pond in nearby. There are sites in the surrounding like Hasthalpur, in Medak District which is around 35 km 

from this site and from Hyderabad 70 km discovered rock art and the time period is between 50,000 to 30,000 

BC. Other sites like Wargal, Edithanur, Dharmaram, Bangla Venkatapur which are in Medak district roughly 30 
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to 50 km from this site found rock art on granite hills which gives a time period of prehistory to early history 

and other districts in Telangana area and can be compared with the other sites of India too. 

Conclusions 

Based on the above findings and previous findings in neighbor areas the time period of the sites 

occupied by prehistoric people in this village and surrounding area can be approximately around upper 

Paleolithic (35000 B.P) to the early history and even more as the author had found out some pre and proto 

historic stone tools, some potsherds and the rock art paintings can be around Mesolithic (12000 B.P) to 

Neolithic ( 4000 B.P) and even more as well as there is a continuation of culture from pre-history to the present 

in this village and need to do proper scientific work at these sites as well as surrounding areas of the village to 

get more details as most of the rock art at those sites are dull and not clearly visible and which are almost fading 

away and getting lost not only due to natural weathering activities but also due to human activities. As in recent 

times due to the real estate boom the real estate people spread to the suburban areas and destroyed as well as 

destroying the thick forest areas in the surrounding village by cutting the huge trees, blasting the granite hills 

and boulders using the dynamites in unsystematic way and land is dug out by heavy machineries to make the 

area plane for making the plots and ventures to sell. For the constructional, road development and for other 

activities the soil of nearby archaeological sites is sold, some people who venture into the forest area as these 

people doesn’t have the knowledge and know the importance of the rock art, they are painting, scratching and 

scribbling on the rock art. So the author would request the Archaeological Survey of India, State Archaeology 

Department and other concerned societies to come forward to safeguard the sites by preserving and conserving 

as well as making these sites as heritage sites as these sites in this area have huge potential in knowing more 

about the pre, proto, early and medieval history of Telangana.  
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